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Ren is a human soldier from earth that somehow is transported to a strange world ruled by the Zo’Dikrii. A
female feline race. Greater forces are at work to destroy their homeworld and Ren might be the answer
they’re looking for, if he can survive. The military command would like to see him dead. The peaceful
monks think he is the answer to their call for help.

This is my first novel. I've been writing and editing and changing for a long time. As other writers can attest
to, I can spend a lifetime second guessing every detail so I bit the bullet and put it out there. I hope you enjoy
reading it half as much as I enjoyed writing it.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Rhone:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people have do
something to make them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while is reading. Yes, by
reading a publication your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand up than other is high. To
suit your needs who want to start reading a book, we give you this kind of Ren's Passage book as beginning
and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Loretta Claybrooks:

This Ren's Passage is great guide for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
have always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it info
accurately using great arrange word or we can declare no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Ren's Passage in your hand like
getting the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no publication that offer
you world with ten or fifteen second right but this guide already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey
Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt this?

Ray Ortiz:

Reading a book to get new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to go through a book. When you
learn a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your
knowledge, mainly because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend
on what sorts of book that you have read. If you need to get information about your review, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, these us
novel, comics, and also soon. The Ren's Passage provide you with a new experience in examining a book.

Earnest Moss:

Is it you actually who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Ren's Passage can be the answer, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?
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